Year Two Homework – Week 9, Term 3
1. Home Reading – Make sure to record your reading in your diary.
2. Look, Cover, Say, Write, Check
Words
Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
MONDAY
Read the passage. Circle the words that have –ight in them.
It was quite the night last night. I caught sight of a knight holding a bright flashlight. The knight then walked to his right
side and began to fight with a knight dressed in tight clothes. I turned on the light to make sure I saw the knights fight. Oh,
what a sight!
Write 4 words that rhyme with knight.
Now write those 4 words in ABC order.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.

4.

3.

4.

TUESDAY
Which word could be found on
this page of a dictionary?

Write the two words
that make the
contraction.
haven’t __________

Effort Every Emotion

couldn’t __________

Fill in the missing
past tense verb.

Is the underlined word
an adjective or adverb?

Circle the words that
mean the same as
happy.

The dog
_____________ (dig)
a huge hole.

She easily solved all of
the math problems.

Glad Upset Pleased

adjective.

Circle the words that
mean the same as
scared.

WEDNESDAY
Split the compound word into
parts. What does it mean?
bedroom

zight

Write the two words
that make the
contraction.

Circle the word that
best completes the
sentence?

haven’t __________

themselves, itself

couldn’t __________

The dog let ___ outside.

The ______________ toy
rolled across the room.

THURSDAY
Sort the words into real or nonsense words.
dight
fight
tight
night
light
gight
Real Words
Nonsense Words

Read the real words above and use each real word in a sentence.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Delighted terrified
afraid

pight

MONDAY
Write 340 in expanded form.

TUESDAY
Count forward by fives.

WEDNESDAY
How many tens are there in
900?

678, _____, _____, _____

432, _____, _____, _____
309 is the same as

Word form.
_______________________
_______________________

Count forward by tens.

Count forward by hundreds.
__ones __tens __hundreds

770, _____, _____, _____
There are 35 sheets of paper
in one stack, and 42 sheets in
another stack. If only 18
sheets of paper are used,
how many sheets of paper
are left?

Write the time using AM or
PM.

AM PM

:

Compare the numbers using
> < =
Reading a book.

677

THURSDAY
Count forward by tens.

655

The first time Jason went to
the park he swang on the
swing 43 times. The next
time he swang 38 times.
How many times did he
swing altogether?

Find the sum of 78 + 12.

102, _____, _____, _____
There are 27 kids in the pool.
12 kids get out and 15 other
kids get in. How many kids
are now in the pool?

Show 11:35 on the clock
below.

A chipmunk needs to gather
90 nuts for the winter time.
He has gathered 54 so far.
How many more does he
need?

Find the sum of 56 + 37.

Find the difference of

Find the difference of

86 - 23.

87 - 54.

Solve.
13 + 6 = ___

15 - 12 = ___

16 – 4 = ___

13 + 5 = ___

13 + 8 = ___

15 - 11 = ___

Compare the numbers using
> < =

111

110

Solve.
11 + 7 = ___

14 - 8 = ___

13 – 9 = ___

10 + 8 = ___

5 + 12 = ___

18 – 2 = ___

